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Xombies Apocalypse Blues
When a mysterious illness causes most people
to become zombies, a small group of reluctant
survivors are tasked with turning off the
nation's nuclear reactors before they
meltdown. If surviving a zombie apocalypse
seems tough, a nuclear winter would be the
final knockout punch to the human race. The
Blue Witch Train is dispatched from the train
headquarters in Cheyenne Wyoming with a
mission to clean up the west coast. Along the
way its hodge podge crew discover a seemingly
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uninfected college campus and a student
population unwilling to let the Blue Witch
team shut down the reactor. Why are they so
resistant, and what did they do with their
faculty. All of this leads the Blue Witch
train and its Conductor Yumi to discover the
real source of the illness responsible for
society's calamity.
Apocalypse got you down? Lines at the
supermarket and rush hour traffic might be
non-existent, but avoiding those pesky, flesheating undead can sure be a hassle. Find out
what others are doing to cope with the zombie
blues in nine short stories hat offer a
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slightly cockeyed look at life in the
apocalypse.A disgraced psychologist observes
and records holiday shoppers' increasingly
disturbing behavior in "Stress of the
Season." A horror film actress finds her true
calling after the walking dead become a
reality in "Diary of a Professional
Screamer." An undead socialite refuses to
give up being chic, though it may be harder
to get reservations at the more fashionable
restaurants in "And Her Little Dog, Too." A
Chicago bluesman carries an axe of another
kind in "Jasper Wills and the Zombie Blues."
Sometime in the near future, a few years
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after the Zombie Apocalypse has devastated
the world, a small group of soldiers (sort
of) is covering the United States Army's
advance back into Upstate New York and the
Hudson River Valley... A realistic look at
how the US Army might fight the Zombie
Apocalypse and its aftermath.
A battle-hardened clan with the best American
weaponry versus fast, ravenous blue zombies!
Who will triumph?The apocalypse is behind
them. The battle for the future is ahead. And
the walking dead are everywhere.Bruce and his
family have gathered a clan of battlehardened survivors and awesome military-grade
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weaponry... and now the time has come to put
the fear of God in the zombies that have
destroyed civilization as we know it.But
these aren't the zombies you're expecting.
They're smart... they're fast . . . they can
heal . . . and they can even reproduce. Now
they've gathered a horde as large as a city,
and only Bruce's warriors and weapons stand
between them and the end of the worldThe
bravest men and women in America, the most
devastating firepower the military ever made,
and Bruce's brilliant tactics all come
together on the battlefield that was once
Shreveport, Louisiana for a crucial
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confrontation with the blues-a possible
turning point in the war.But will all that be
enough? What more will the last humans be
forced to sacrifice?OTHER BOOKS IN THE BLUE
PLAGUE SERIESThe Fall Survival
SacrificeRageDecisionsWarHopeOther series by
Thomas A. Watson: Forgotten Forbidden
America, The Bonner Incident, Blue Plague,
Dark Titan, Forsaken World, Vengeance in
Blood, Thanos, Viral Misery that he co-wrote
with his wife Tina and Stolen Liberty he coauthored with William Allen and M.C. Allen,
authors of Walking in the Rain series.
Connect with Thomas A. Watson on Facebook
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https: //www.facebook.com/groups/APocPress
A Collection of Short Stories
Super Zombie Juice Mega Bomb
The Zombie Survival Guide
Blue Plague Book One
Are you prepared for the Zombie Apocalypse?
War: A Zombie Apocalypse Thriller (Book 6)

Zombies are Real. Only Hollywood can make monsters
come life, and the zombie craze is no different. In a
plethora of films, from Dawn of the Dead, to Z Nation,
and the Walking Dead, the undead are the dread, and
the source of countless nightmares. The horror is fantasy
for sure, but in a realistic sense, the behaviors of the
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radical left wing of the democratic party do portray a
zombie-like state. It is the control of the masses, not just
from the radical left of the democrats, but this is true of
any political party. Control being, by speech, thought,
actions, or ideologies, that align under those of a group
of elites seeking to dictate every facet of our lives. This is
known as Zombieism. The masses become a zombielike puppet of the elitists and power brokers to do their
will, in an almost mindless deadened state. These
Zombie Masters have brain-washed an entire generation
to believe that if they are elected to power, they will
provide for their needs. It is not only frightening, but
happening, especially as the next round of politicians
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seek election.The bottom line is, that Zombieism is the
end of individual rights, freedoms, and liberties, contrary
to the rule of law, and those guaranteed under the US
Constitution. If the radical wing is allowed to spread its
blue wave of socialist ideology across the country, then
America as we know it, will be lost.
"I got outside and realised I only had my hospital gown
on which promptly fell off because it wasn't tied at the
back. I was naked...almost. When they do an operation
like this, you're fitted with a catheter. So there I am,
naked as the day I was born with a big frigging catheter
hanging between my legs. I am scundered, I thought to
myself. I tried to remove it but my zombie fingers
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wouldn't work."For far too long zombies have been seen
as the monsters they are not so it's time for a few
changes! Welcome to Zombie Blues where you will
discover what really goes on behind those dead eyes
and shuffling walk. You will meet ten different zombies
each with a story to tell. From Vegetarian Zombie to
Kidney Trans[plant Zombie to The Zombie who would be
King, you will reevaluate everything you thought you
knew about the undead. You will finally get to hear their
side of the story. What lies behind their tears and how
did the apocalypse really begin? Enter if you dare
because everything you knew about zombies is about to
change.
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When her ex-boyfriend Dominic De Luca informs her that
the Covenant is on their way to assess the city's
readiness for a cryptid purge, cryptozoologist Verity Price
must take a stand against the oncoming carnage.
From the Bram Stoker Award-nominated author of What
Do Monsters Fear? comes a thrilling debut collection of
short fiction. Included is an exclusive novella, God Is In
The Radio, in which an ageing rock-star pens a song
with help from a peculiar old man, one that leaves his
fans itching for more...one he calls "Brain Dead Blues."
Eleven additional tales of monsters, murder, and the
supernatural lie within these depths that will not only
entertain you, but send chills up your spine. -A young girl
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discovers that a monster does, in fact, dwell beneath her
bed. -An antique store owner stumbles upon a circus
artifact that local down-and-out's are just dying to see. -A
bare-knuckle boxer tries his luck in the ring one last time,
only to fight tooth and nail by light of the full moon. -A
starving man sees only one option to survive the zombie
apocalypse--by taking a bite of the undead. These
stories are only a sampling of the horror that lies in wait
for you, should you choose to enter the mad brainchild of
Matt Hayward. Prepare to grit your teeth.
The Maker's Guide to the Zombie Apocalypse
Anna and the Apocalypse
This Isn't the Zombie Apocalypse
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Zombie Apocalypse! Acapulcalypse Now
Apocalypse Blues
A Post-Apocalyptic Adventure

"Like Stephen King, he knows how to summon serious
scares." - Bentley Little, The Burning ZOMBIE BITS A
collection of zombie short stories from best-selling
author Scott Nicholson. Includes two stories from "The
Best of All Flesh" series, as well as the original postapocalyptic story "A Farewell to Arms" written especially
for this volume, along with five more post-apocalyptic
thriller and survival horror stories. Also includes a short
story from Jack Kilborn (ENDURANCE) and a "Zombie
Apocalypse Survival Scorecard" from Jonathan Maberry
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(PATIENT ZERO, ROT AND RUIN), as well as a postapocalyptic survival tale from Joe McKinney (DEAD
WORLD series). From bone-chilling terror to horror
humor, this collection is for zombie fans with good taste.
Or who taste good. -------- keywords: zombie apocalypse,
zombie fiction. zombie stories, survival horror stories,
thriller fiction, post-apocalyptic horror, Max Brooks,
World War Z, Walking Dead, science fiction horror
My name is Emmanuelle Du Verdier. I was born in
Camargue, France, in 1873. In 1894, while visiting Paris
with my mother, I met Blair Bineau, a handsome man who
seduced me and turned me into a Werewolf. Not just any
Werewolf, but one of the powerful Golden Ones. Since
then, I've been hunted by mundane Werewolves who fear
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my kind. Over a century later, while in Lubbock, Texas, I
met Rashid Robillard, a handsome Haitian-American
Muslim cop who saved me from my enemies. We are on
the run from both cops and Wolf-Men. Oh, and there's
also a lot of people rising from the dead and devouring
their neighbors. That's right, I am a Werewolf staring
down the Zombie Apocalypse. As if my seemingly eternal
life weren't complex enough. Wish me luck, I am going to
need it.
Are you a huge fan of The Walking Dead? World War Z?
Do your passions run to the end of the world? This book
is for you! Are you a veteran who watches Hollywood
movies that depict the military inaccurately and want to
throw your combat boot through the TV? This book is for
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you! Sometime in the near future, a few years after the
Zombie Apocalypse has devastated the world, a small
group of soldiers (sort of) is covering the United States
Army's advance back into Upstate New York and the
Hudson River Valley... The team is what this book is
about. How men and women work together to overcome
obstacles, deal with loss, and form an efficient fighting
unit.
In a post-apocalyptic world decimated by zombies,
survivor efforts to rebuild are focused on Manhattan,
where civilian team member Mark Spitz works to
eliminate remaining infected stragglers and remembers
his horrifying experiences at the height of the zombie
plague. By the Whiting Writers' Award-winning author of
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Sag Harbor.
A Game of Survival Horror
Werewolf's Guide To The Zombie Apocalypse
Another Zombie Fable
The Rules: A Guide to Surviving The Zombie Apocalypse
Zombie Blues
Battlefield Z Zombie Blues Highway

Love can conquer all, if he’ll only
believe... Roman Jonas has spent years
recovering from a violent assault when he
was just a teenager. He’s worked hard, and
finally found his place in the world. Now,
if he could only get his coyote to agree.
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As a medicine man for his pack, he isn’t
able to shift. It’s frustrating to say the
least, but not as frustrating—or
confusing—as the feelings he has for
former Ranger Abraham Evans. Abraham lost
the ability to do his job effectively when
he was shot. His right arm and hand are
close to useless, and he’s had a hell of a
time not dying over the past month.
Sometimes it seemed like it’d be so much
easier to just give up, but a certain
hazel-eyed man had captured his heart, and
it wouldn’t stop beating. When Abraham is
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released from the hospital, he moves to
Del Rey to be closer to Roman, and because
he has no one else in his life who truly
cares about him. Slowly, he and Roman
begin a tentative friendship that turns
into something more enduring than they’d
ever dreamed of, but enemies from the past
threaten everything and everyone Roman and
Abraham love.
A father and his son. 2500 miles apart. A
blue ribbon crosses the sky. The world
starts to unravel. No one knows what is
happening, but everyone is trying to find
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out. Buck is running his big rig from the
west coast. Garth is trapped in New York
City with his high school friend. With
Marine training and an eighteen-wheeler,
Buck heads east. With no training and no
communication with his father, Garth
fights just to escape New York City. The
Hadron collider in CERN. Its twin south of
Denver. The Australian outback. What do
these places have in common? Those who
might be able to fix things are trying to
figure it out while Buck doesn't care. He
is on a mission to find his son. Is time
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the enemy of humanity? Join us today in
this fight for survival in an exciting new
Post-Apocalyptic series.
When life gives you lemons, kill zombies —
turns out lemon juice neutralizes the
undead.After a failed attempt at running
away, best friends Nathan and Misty return
home expecting to face angry parents.
Instead, they discover the military has
destroyed the bridges out of their rural
town and everyone's fled—except a small
horde of the living dead. The stress of
flesh-eating zombies may be more than
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their already strained relationship can
handle.Even with the help of the town geek
and lemonade-powered Super-Soakers,
there's not enough time to squeeze their
way out of this sticky mess. Unless the
trio eradicates the zombie infestation,
while avoiding the deadly zombie snot, the
military will blow the town, and them, to
pulp.Their only shot is something with a
lot more punch. Something like the Super
Zombie Juice Mega Bomb. But even if their
friendship survives, there's another
problem: Someone has to lure the undead
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into the trap.
An illustrated, comprehensive guide to
surviving an attack by hordes of the
predatory undead explains zombie
physiology and behavior, the most
effective weaponry and defense strategies,
how to outfit one's home for a long siege,
and how to survive in any territory or
terrain. Original. 35,000 first printing.
Decisions: A Zombie Apocalypse Thriller
(Book 5)
The Walking Dead in Popular Culture and
Myth
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Encyclopedia of the Zombie: The Walking
Dead in Popular Culture and Myth
Rage: A Zombie Apocalypse Thriller (Book
4)
Blue Apocalypse
Girls Save the World in This One
Ghouls. The Living Dead. Zombies. They’re everywhere:
In our movies, our books, our video games, our comics,
and now, our television series. Everywhere you look,
there are zombies. They can be fast, slow, dead, and
sometimes even alive, sometimes they’re downright
terrifying, other times, they’re downright hilarious.
Regardless, they’re out there and they’re coming for you.
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Horror meets humorous urban fantasy in third book of
the White Trash Zombie series • Winner of the 2012 Best
Urban Fantasy Protagonist by the RT Awards Our
favorite white trash zombie, Angel Crawford, has enough
problems of her own, what with dealing with her
alcoholic, deadbeat dad, issues with her not-quite
boyfriend, the zombie mafia, industrial espionage and
evil corporations. Oh, and it’s raining, and won’t let up.
But things get even crazier when a zombie movie starts
filming in town, and Angel begins to suspect that it’s not
just the plot of the movie that's rotten. Soon she's fighting
her way through mud, blood, bullets and intrigue, even
as zombies, both real and fake, prowl the streets.
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Angel’s been through more than her share of crap, but
this time she’s in way over her head. She’ll need plenty
of brainpower to fit all the pieces—and body
parts—together in order to save herself, her town, and
quite possibly the human race. At least for now.
This is a reissue of Book 3 in the Blue Plague Series The
zombies killed the love of his life. Now he will make the
world pay.Bruce had promised to keep his family safe.
Now, in spite of the best armament in the world, battlehardened allies, and his own brilliant strategy, his
greatest love is killed ... and it pushes Bruce over the
edge. He goes on a killing rampage, destroying blues
and marauders alike.Rage is a bloodbath of violence,
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grief, and revenge that literally changes the landscape of
the post-apocalyptic world as Bruce slaughters the
enemies of humanity until he is feared and hated by
both.The odds are impossible. The Infected are smart
and fast. They can heal. They can even reproduce. But
even the undead cannot hope to stand up to a man so
filled with rage he has become a force of nature. OTHER
BOOKS IN THE BLUE PLAGUE SERIESThe Fall
Survival SacrificeRageDecisionsWarHopeOther series
by Thomas A. Watson: Forgotten Forbidden America,
The Bonner Incident, Blue Plague, Dark Titan, Forsaken
World, Vengeance in Blood, Thanos, Viral Misery that he
co-wrote with his wife Tina and Stolen Liberty he coPage 27/60
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authored with William Allen and M.C. Allen, authors of
Walking in the Rain series.
Inside these pages lies unspeakable horror.
Bloodsplattering, brain-impaling, flesh-devouring horror.
You’ve probably read your fair share of zombie stories.
But this time it’s different. No longer can you sit idle as a
bunch of fools make all the wrong moves. All hell is
about to break loose—and YOU have a say in
humanity’s survival. You have choices to make. Moral
dilemmas. Strategic decisions. Weapons. Vehicles. Will
you be a hero? Or will you cover your own ass at all
costs? Can you withstand the coming hours, days,
weeks, and months? Or will you die amidst the chaos
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and violence of a zombie uprising? Or, worst of all, will
you become one of them?
Zone One
Can You Survive the Zombie Apocalypse?
Blue Plague
Parasite
Tales of the Zombie Apocalypse Call Center
The True Story of the Zombie Apocalypse

The Hotel Baktun is an exclusive vacation
complex that is about to open on the coast of
Acapulco, Mexico. Owned by a mysterious
multi-millionaire businessman, it is shaped like
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an ancient Mayan pyramid and its halls are
lined with rare and expensive artefacts. For
Stacy Keenan, the hotel's new Head of
Security, things are already chaotic as the
locals continue to put the finishing touches to
the festivities while VIPs begin to arrive for the
grand opening. When a Russian cruise ship
turns along the shore and disgorges its cargo of
flesh-eating zombies, the guests and staff soon
fragment into various factions as they struggle
to withstand the spread of HRV (Human
Reanimation Virus). As the armies of the dead
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conquer all that stand before them, and the
human survivors prepare for a final battle
against an unstoppable enemy, a horror even
more ancient and terrible is revealed when 'The
Death' comes to Paradise . . .
The ultimate battle for humanity and freedom
begins-and ends-right here. On one side: the
ravenous, unending and undead hordes of the
Infected-insanely fast blue zombies who can
think, heal, and even reproduce. On the other:
the vicious, hyper-violent and desperate
remains of the U.S. Government, obsessed with
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destruction of the real America. Only Bruce and
his brave clan of battle-hardened warriors will
stand and fight for the future.But there is hope.
Bruce and his clan have gathered an awesome
array of weaponry on the ground and in the air.
They commandeered most of the country's
satellite assets. And they have a bold plan for
wiping out the traitorous Presidential forces.
What's more, they have an advantage that the
corrupt POTUS doesn't even suspect: a man on
the inside who's willing to risk everything to
save the lives of the troops. Nothing less than
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the future of the human race is at stake. And
Bruce is ready for the fight.It's high-tech
military action and zombie madness in a wideranging post-apocalyptic vision that will thrill
and inspire you. And for many of your favorite
characters, it comes to a head-and ends-right
here. The ultimate war at the end of the world
is finally here! Don't miss the other volumes of
The Blue Plague Series, available now! OTHER
BOOKS IN THE BLUE PLAGUE SERIES The
Fall, Survival, Sacrifice, Rage, Decisions, War,
Hope. Other series by Thomas A. Watson:
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Forgotten Forbidden America, The Bonner
Incident, Blue Plague, Dark Titan, Forsaken
World, Vengeance in Blood, Thanos, Viral
Misery that he co-wrote with his wife Tina and
Stolen Liberty he co-authored with William
Allen and M.C. Allen, authors of Walking in the
Rain series.
School’s out for the end of the world. Anna and
the Apocalypse is a horror comedy about a
teenager who faces down a zombie apocalypse
with a little help from her friends. Anna
Shepherd is a straight-A student with a lot
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going on under the surface: she’s struggling
with her mom’s death, total friend drama, and
the fallout from wasting her time on a very
attractive boy. She’s looking forward to
skipping town after graduation—but then a
zombie apocalypse majorly disrupts the
holidays season. It’s going to be very hard to
graduate high school without a brain. To save
the day, Anna, her friends, and her frenemies
will have to journey straight to the heart of one
of the most dangerous places ever known, a
place famous for its horror, terror, and
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pain...high school. This novel is inspired by the
musical feature film, Anna and the
Apocalypse—sing and slay along at home with
the VOD release! An Imprint Book
Apocalypse BluesBlue PlagueRage: A Zombie
Apocalypse Thriller (Book 4)
White Trash Zombie Apocalypse
Defend Your Base with Simple Circuits,
Arduino, and Raspberry Pi
Blue Moon Rising
The Zombie Apocalypse Call Center Boxset #1
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The Democrat Blue Wave Is the Zombie
Apocalypse
Almost home.The hero of Battlefield Z finally
makes it to the Mississippi River that borders
the state of Arkansas. He's only two hours
from home, a couple of hundred miles from
finding answers.But when an ambush traps
him deep in the delta region with a throwback
to "the South will rise again" rednecks, he
must battle through Z, gun nuts and anything
else the Natural State can throw his way in a
race to save his children.Fans, fathers and
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Armageddon lovers have fallen in love with
this dystopian series that highlights tragedy
with quips, humor and rants. Once again the
father finds himself against impossible odds
that fuel his rage all in an effort to reunite
with his kids after hunting for them in a
zombie apocalypse.
In the wake of a devastating disease,
everyone sixteen and older is either dead or a
decomposing, brainless creature with a
ravenous appetite for flesh. Teens have
barricaded themselves in buildings throughout
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London and venture outside only when they
need to scavenge for food. The group of kids
living a Waitrose supermarket is beginning to
run out of options. When a mysterious traveler
arrives and offers them safe haven at
Buckingham Palace, they begin a harrowing
journey across London. But their fight is far
from over-the threat from within the palace is
as real as the one outside it. Full of
unexpected twists and quick-thinking heroes,
The Enemy is a fast-paced, white-knuckle tale
of survival in the face of unimaginable horror.
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A fascinating read for anyone from general
readers to hardcore fans and scholars, this
encyclopedia covers virtually every aspect of
the zombie as cultural phenomenon, including
film, literature, folklore, music, video games,
and events. The proliferation of zombierelated fiction, film, games, events, and other
media in the last decade would seem to
indicate that zombies are "the new vampires"
in popular culture. The editors and
contributors of Encyclopedia of the Zombie:
The Walking Dead in Popular Culture and Myth
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took on the prodigious task of covering all
aspects of the phenomenon, from the lessknown historical and cultural origins of the
zombie myth to the significant works of film
and literature as well as video games in the
modern day that feature the insatiable,
relentless zombie character. The encyclopedia
examines a wide range of significant topics
pertaining to zombies, such as zombies in the
pulp magazines; the creation of the figure of
the zuvembie to subvert decades of
censorship by the Comics Code of Authority;
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Humans vs. Zombies, a popular zombiethemed game played on college campuses
across the country; and annual Halloween
zombie walks. Organized alphabetically to
facilitate use of the encyclopedia as a
research tool, it also includes entries on
important scholarly works in the expanding
field of zombie studies. • Provides
comprehensive coverage of topics about or
relating to zombies in film, literature, folklore,
and popular culture • Features work from
contributors who are dedicated scholars,
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authors, or fans in the zombie genre of work •
Supplies dates with all names and works to
give readers a sense of the historical context
and evolution of zombie lore • Includes
concept entries—for example, comedy, free
will, and weapons—that place works in a
logical, thematic context
The battle for the future has just begun. Bruce
and Mike finally made it home. But the battle
for the future has just begun. The Louisiana
farm that Bruce and his allies had built to
survive the end of the world was everything
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they could have hoped for—but no one had
planned for the endless horde of fast, smart
and ravenous blue zombies who could think,
heal, and even reproduce. Now, as they
gather an armory of military weaponry from
abandoned outposts all across the
countryside, Bruce and his growing clan of
survivors realize the truth— their compound
can be the beginning of a new and rebuilt
world—but only if they can confront the
“blues” and make their home safe. Pity the
poor blues.
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Midnight Blue-light Special
Riding The Blue Witch Train
Sacrifice: A Zombie Apocalypse Thriller (Book
3)
Zombie Bits
How Blue Can You Get?
Last Days: Zombie Apocalypse
Are you prepared for the zombie apocalypse? Surviving a
zombie apocalypse is no laughing matter. You need the right
guns, the right gear and the right people to survive.
Unfortunately the customers of the zombie apocalypse call
center don’t have the right guns, the right gear, or the right
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people supporting them. Now the world has gone mad and
zombies are everywhere. Can the customers survive the
zombies that are now taking over the world? Can they survive
the cutthroat survivalists who are on the hunt for more
supplies and guns? Can they trust each other enough to live
another day? Find out the fate of the customers of the zombie
apocalypse call center in this anthology which shares what
happens when the zombie apocalypse gets real.
"A ravenous read." --Kirkus Reviews Shaun of the Dead meets
Clueless in this hilarious YA horror comedy set at a local
zombie convention--featuring a teenage girl gang that has to
save the world from a horde of actual zombies. Perfect for fans
of Geekerella, Undead Girl Gang, and Anna and the
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Apocalypse. Mega-fan June Blue's whole life has been leading
up to this moment: ZombieCon!The Ultimate in Undead
Entertainment has finally come to her hometown. She and her
two best friends--gorgeous, brilliant Imani and super-sweet,
outrageously silly Siggy--plan on hitting all the panels and
photo ops, and meeting the heartthrob lead of their favorite
zombie apocalypse show, Human Wasteland. It's going to be
the best time of their lives--and one of their last adventures
before they all split up for college. And when they arrive,
everything seems perfect. June's definitely not going to let
anything get in the way of the flawless con experience--even
though she's endlessly anxious about the SATs and college
admissions, and she can't seem to avoid her ex-best friend
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Blair, whose VIP badge lets her walk straight to the front of
every single line. No matter what, June is determined to make
the best of her dream day at ZombieCon! But something's not
quite right at the con--there are strange people in hazmat suits
running around, enthusiastic cosplayers taking their shambling
a little too far, and someone actually biting a cast member.
Then, at a panel gone wrong, June and her friends discover
the truth: the zombie apocalypse is here. Now June, Imani,
and Siggy must do whatever it takes to survive a horde of
actual flesh-eating zombies-- and save the world. A hilarious
and heartfelt horror comedy, that is an ode to zombies,
friendship, and girl power. Praise for Girls Save the World in
This One: "Readers looking for all of the good, the bad, and
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the ugly of the zombie apocalypse will be absolutely thrilled to
read this book . . . . Hand this book to anyone who likes
zombie apocalyptic horror." --Booklist "This fun coming-ofage story tackles popular topics such as cons and zombies with
an inclusive cast of characters, and highlights the power of
friendship and strong women. VERDICT: For those who love
zombies and action-packed books, as well as reluctant
readers."--School Library Journal "An excellent read for any
teen who loves thrills, action, and stories of survival."
--Publishers Weekly
HOW BLUE CAN YOU GET? These stories originate from a
daughter of the south, who summered in the midwest as a
child. Having grown up in the birthplace of the blues, the
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author has a deep and abiding love for that genre of music.
The stories she writes share a common theme of difficult life
situations that can also be considered a type and shadow of
blues. There is an undercurrent of blues that inhabits all of life,
the essence of which she has attempted to capture in these
flash and short fiction stories: A gentle giant of a black man
protects a woman running away from a circus in the postdepression south. A mother and son try to salvage an ailing
relationship after the death of a favored son. The first zombie
apocalypse occurs during Greek Antiquity. A four year old
traverses the vicious circle of life in the hands of neglectful
parents. A couple unravels after the delivery of their stillborn
child. A woman finally finds the courage to confront an
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abusive husband.
Where will you be when the zombie apocalypse hits? Trapping
yourself in the basement? Roasting the family pet? Beheading
reanimated neighbors? No way. You’ll be building fortresses,
setting traps, and hoarding supplies, because you, savvy
survivor, have snatched up your copy of The Maker's Guide to
the Zombie Apocalypse before it’s too late. This
indispensable guide to survival after Z-day, written by
hardware hacker and zombie anthropologist Simon Monk, will
teach you how to generate your own electricity, salvage parts,
craft essential electronics, and out-survive the undead.,p>Take
charge of your environment: –Monitor zombie movement
with trip wires and motion sensors –Keep vigilant watch over
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your compound with Arduino and Raspberry Pi surveillance
systems –Power zombie defense devices with car batteries,
bicycle generators, and solar power Escape imminent danger:
–Repurpose old disposable cameras for zombie-distracting
flashbangs –Open doors remotely for a successful sprint home
–Forestall subplot disasters with fire and smoke detectors
Communicate with other survivors: –Hail nearby humans
using Morse code –Pass silent messages with two-way
vibration walkie-talkies –Fervently scan the airwaves with a
frequency hopper For anyone from the budding maker to the
keen hobbyist, The Maker’s Guide to the Zombie
Apocalypse is an essential survival tool. Uses the Arduino Uno
board and Raspberry Pi Model B+ or Model 2
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Brain Dead Blues
Complete Protection from the Living Dead
The Zombies Are Coming
A Zombie Collection
The Enemy
Even Zombie Killers Get the Blues
"Parasite - The True Story of the Zombie Apocalypse" has appeared
on the iTunes Horror genre charts 79 times. It's appeared on charts in
Australia, Canada, and the UK.You need to read this zombie
apocalypse novel because it explains the science involved in the dead
coming to life.As one reviewer said of Parasite; "Such good story
telling. Zombielicious. I am remembering biology class as they explain
why people are turning into zombies and clues to stop the infection.
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Adventure, politicians, lawyers and scientist * oh my *... Very good
book."The zombies are rising in the sleepy town of Slippery Rock and
it is up to Henry Cooper to figure out why. But first he needs to save
his wife, Melissa. With the help of his neighbor Dean and some super
hero clad comic book fanboys, he's off to the rescue. Join them as
they race across Northwestern Pennsylvania on a quest which involves
everything from undead to fire trucks. Along the way you will
discover the hard science behind how the dead truly rose from the
grave.
Get the Zombie Apocalypse Convenience Store, The Zombie
Apocalypse Call Center, Secret Missions of the Zombie Apocalypse
Call Center and Rebels of the Zombie Apocalypse Call Center in one
gigantic book and get your zombie apocalypse action on! WHO ARE
YOU GOING TO CALL, TO HELP YOU SURVIVE THE ZOMBIE
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APOCALYPSE? Sam thinks his job at the Zombie Apocalypse Call
Center is a joke. Zombies aren't real and the customers who call in for
support about their guns and conspiracy theories are crazy! Sam
knows the zombie apocalypse will never happen. Until the day it does
happen… Now Sam is juggling potential romances with two of his coworkers, Michelle and Ember. His manager is micro-managing him
about his call stats and customer happiness, and he has to defend the
call center from invading zombies. Sam and his fellow analysts need
to keep their customers alive and well-stocked with ammo, while also
surviving the hordes of zombies attacking the call center.
Five thousand battle-hardened survivors, armed with America's most
awesome weaponry, must destroy millions of zombies so the rebuilding
can begin! Bruce has saved thousands and forged them into an
awesome fighting force. Now they must destroy forty million smart,
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fast, undead maniacs if they hope to save the world.The human gangs
that preyed on the survivors of the apocalypse have been defeated and
scattered; they live in fear of Bruce's clan and their overwhelming
weaponry. Now it's time to begin the long, violent process of taking
back the country, one dead zombie at a time.Rebuilding civilization
isn't going to be easy. But if anybody can do it...The clan has rescued
the few remaining survivors of the mortal marauders. They have
gathered military hardware from choppers to rocket launchers and
beyond. And they've taken over the drones and satellite network from
the factionalized remains of the U.S. government, locked in internal
conflict with an increasingly fascist and evil Homeland Security. It's
time to take control... and eliminate millions of Infected. They are
violent and unstoppable. And they are far from mindless - they can
think. They can heal from most wounds. And worst of all: they can
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reproduce.It's time to confront the Infected. There are millions coming
for them - a megahorde that must be wiped off the planet before the
rebuilding can begin. Is it possible? Will anyone survive? Bruce and
his battle-hardened battalions will make it work... or die trying.
OTHER BOOKS IN THE BLUE PLAGUE SERIES: The Fall, Surviva,
l Sacrifice, Rage, Decisions, War, Hope. Other series by Thomas A.
Watson: Forgotten Forbidden America, The Bonner Incident, Blue
Plague, Dark Titan, Forsaken World, Vengeance in Blood, Thanos,
Viral Misery that he co-wrote with his wife Tina and Stolen Liberty he
co-authored with William Allen and M.C. Allen, authors of Walking
in the Rain series.
The Preppers were right. And the time is now. The Blue Plague came
roaring out of the Congo and into the United States—and it can’t be
stopped. The Infected become violently insane and impossibly strong.
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They’re not zombies—no, that would be too easy—they’re something
much worse. The Infected are violent and unstoppable, but they can
think. They can heal from most wounds. And worst of all—they can
reproduce. Bruce, Debbie, Mike and Nancy have been preparing for
the worst for years. There’s nothing to do but bug out—and they know
exactly where to go. But on the arduous journey to reach the sanctuary
of their farm, they confront thousands of The Infected. Along the
way they make some invaluable new friends, and together, the
emboldened troop kicks the hell out of the Infected—and the equally
dangerous marauders who are willing to murder anyone in their way.
Join Bruce, Mike, and their newfound friends as they battle their way
across Infected Louisiana, thwarting every foe imaginable in order to
reach the sanctuary of their farm. Blue Plague Book One: The Fall is
a survivalist adventure filled with courage and betrayal, tragedy and
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hope.
The Fall
A Novel
Survival (Blue Plague Book 2)

Last Days: Zombie Apocalypse is a skirmish-scale
miniatures game of survival horror. It pits players
against each other in a nightmarish near-future
where the dead have returned to life and are feasting
on the living. Players build their own factions,
representing desperate civilians, military personnel,
or hardened survivors, and must explore, scavenge,
and fight in order to survive another day. Rival gangs
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are only one of the dangers they face – mindless
zombies wander the streets, driven by insatiable
hunger and drawn by the sound of combat! A gang's
ability to scavenge is as vital as their combat ability,
and players must ensure that they have the
resources to survive in this hostile world. Scenarios
and campaigns allow you to develop your gang, gain
experience and recruit new henchmen to build up
your strength or replace the inevitable casualties of
the zombie apocalypse.
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